


SOLUTIONS

ASTORNET’S MISSION IS TO PROVIDE OUR GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS CLIENTS 

WITH HIGH QUALITY CONSULTING SERVICES, A COMPLETE RANGE OF TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCTS, AND STATE OF THE ART SOLUTIONS, WHILE FOCUSING ON A BALANCE

OF QUALITY AND BEST VALUE.

SERVICE INNOVATION VALUE PARTNERSHIP

EXCELLENCE QUALITY DEDICATION RESULTS

ANYTIME. ANYWHERE. Astornet Solutions.

Astornet is committed to providing the highest quality of customized products and services that meet the needs 

of government organizations and corporations. We bring efficiency to your business by solving your specific 

and changing requirements in hardware and software, using cutting edge technologies that protect your investment. 

Great solutions only happen with increased communication. We listen to our clients and always ask the right

questions, then listen more. We learn about your facility, then we provide a superior solution that is implemented

on time, within budget, and to your specifications. When you work with Astornet you gain our experience and

dedication to exceed your expectations.
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“For over 7 years, Astornet has been developing and supporting 

applications that have been critical to the success of our business. 

The length of our partnership is a testament to Astornet’ s 

consistency, commitment and quality.”

Knorr Brake Corporation
Westminster, MD
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QUALITY

Astornet is presently managing its projects using CMMI maturity level 5 with an official appraisal 

to be performed within few months.

What it means for you (our client):

> Better control of products and processes.

> Lower effort and schedule overruns 

(91% projects completed on schedule as 

opposed to an industry average of 50%)

> Better risk management for your projects

> Significantly reduced costs (cost savings up to 40%)

> Higher customer satisfaction

Astornet Quality.
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ORGANIZATION: Knorr Brake Corporation

CHALLENGE: The Return Merchandise team was using disparate tools in

order to manage the RMA process, making it a very difficult and unreliable

process. There was a need to replace the existing system with an easier 

system capable of improving KBC RMA management process.

SOLUTION:  Astornet team conducted a study of the existing tools and 

re-engineered the process. The team suggested implementing a new

web-enabled Repair Shop application capable if being shared between

all Knorr locations.

RESULTS:  Astornet designed and implemented the new application. Our

consultants imported all existing data in the new system to guarantee

business continuity. As a result, Knorr RMAA process greatly improved.

The system kept track of repaired parts location and status at any time

and communicated with the customer through email of the RMA request

and promised delivery status. Knorr was able to save on RMA cost and

improve customer satisfaction.

ORGANIZATION: BWI Marshall Airport

CHALLENGE: The airport vehicular gate security was faced with the 

TSA requirements to improve security at the gates. The airport required

a system to increase security while maintaining an efficient entry/exit

process. 

SOLUTION:  Astornet team created a solution with a touch screen

platform easy enough to be handled by non-technical personnel. The sys-

tem was able to verify credentials authenticity,  perform an instant security

check for all persons entering the airport, and deliver a vehicle certificate.

Astornet also provided the airport police with a wireless device capable

of authenticating certificates at any point within the airport.

RESULTS:  BWI vehicular gate security was dramatically increased and 

the system was able to efficiently handle and properly manage entry 

volume. 

SERVICESWe provide a full range of technology systems and services. 

> Software Solutions

> Consulting

> E-Business development

> System Integration

> Consulting Services

> Product Feasibility

> Networking Solutions

> Internet/Intranet

> Web Portals Development

> Business Process Re-Engineering

> Service Oriented Architecture

> Web Services Development and Testing

A partial list of the tools we use:

> Crystal Reports

> MS SQL

> C#

> VB.Net

> Oracle

> Asp.Net

> J2EE

> WebSphere

> VS.net

And a lot more…

SERVICE INNOVATION VALUE PARTNERSHIP

EXCELLENCE QUALITY DEDICATION RESULTS

OUR CLIENTS

Below is a partial list of customers who have selected Astornet 
to provide innovative business solutions.

> Federal Aviation Administration

> BWI Marshall Airport

> Maryland Department of Education

> United States Department of Transportation

> Knorr Brake Corporation

> New Fiction Online Fiction Story Recital

CASE STUDIES

ORGANIZATION: Federal Aviation Administration System Wide
Information Management

CHALLENGE: Testing Tools Required to test the new SWIM Architecture

SOLUTION:  Astornet conducted a Service Oriented Architecture tools study.

Our team obtained, installed and tested evaluation software for all tools

vendors. The purpose was to recommend to FAA/SWIM team a set 

of tools to help in the deployment of new business services.

Tools tested included test management tools such as IBM Rational

testManager, and HP Quality Center. Other tools were studied with

the capability to perform stress loading tests, Functional tests, 

vulnerability tests, Governance, policies and rules tests. Specific 

tool operational features were investigated.

RESULTS:  Astornet team provided a full study report with cost/benefit

analysis comparing all studied tools. The report included a SWIM testing

methodology and a set of recommended tools. These recommendations

enable FAA/SWIM team to conduct services testing and certification with

assurance as to the quality and security of each deployed service. 

Astornet study results in saving FAA time and money during the 

implementation of the new SWIM architecture.

SERVICE INNOVATION VALUE PARTNERSHIP

EXCELLENCE QUALITY DEDICATION RESULTS
Astornet Services.



BUSINESS CARD HERE

SERVICE INNOVATION VALUE PARTNERSHIP
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Astornet Advantage.

SERVICE INNOVATION VALUE PARTNERSHIP

EXCELLENCE QUALITY DEDICATION RESULTS
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RESULTS

Astornet firmly believes that there isn’t one but rather many methodologies for addressing clients’ technical

needs, whether small or large. Astornet’s customers are everyday testimony of our superior consulting, 

software and technology quality, and our dedication to meeting and exceeding development deadlines at 

a fraction of the cost.

The Astornet Team is distinguished from our competitors due to the caliber of our people and the breadth

and depth of our experience. Our experience, and technical abilities allow us to rapidly respond to our

customer’s unique circumstances and provide them with best-in-class solutions. 

We are also unique in our commitment to help our clients re-engineer their business processes, increase

their efficiency, enhance their capacity for change, and create lasting value for their customers, employees,

and owners.

Astornet understands Federal, state, and local government priorities. As a result, every customer engage-

ment is delivered with the highest level of service and customer satisfaction. Astornet delivers outstanding

quality service that produces measurable results. We track metrics and perform root-cause analysis to 

continuously improve the value of our services. 

> Determination

> Continuous improvement

> Commitment to outstanding service quality

> Performance based rewards

It’s all part of the unique structure that makes up Astornet. 

We are a nimble company, and we thrive on responding to your evolving technology needs.
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